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This paper presents a new method for carrying out record linkage. This method is:
(i) Simple, (ii) Non-probabilistic, (iii) Computationally efficient.

The method is best illustrated through example. Imagine have two identifiers: name and
city, and when considering a pair of records each has three degrees of closeness: match
(M), close (C), and non-match (N).

Clearly if the comparison vector says (M,M) we should accept the match, or if it says (N,N)
we should reject it. But the challenge is how to weigh the intermediate cases. How should
act on a C?

First Insight: This is where the first insight of the paper comes in. Most record pairs
are either a reasonably strong match, or a reasonably strong non-match. In particular, if
one identifier indicates that there is a match, this should increase our confidence that the
other identifier indicates a match. So, for our example if C for name comparison happens
to co-occur lots with M for city, then C is good evidence for a match.

Second Insight: The second insight is that the first insight can formalized a mathematical
program with linear constraints and quadratic objective which can supposedly be solved
efficiently. Our goal is to assign weights to each possible degree of closeness for an identifier
that conform to the following:
Constraints:
w.name.match + w.city.match = 100
w.name.non-match + w.city.non-match = 0
w.name.match > w.name.close > w.name.non-match
w.city.match > w.city.close > w.city.non-match
Objective:
For each record pair: Minimize:
(w.city.degree-of-closeness - Avg(w.city.degree-of-closeness, w.name.degree-of-closeness))2

+
(w.name.degree-of-closeness - Avg(w.city.degree-of-closeness, w.name.degree-of-closeness))2
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So the objective aims that degrees of closeness which appear often together will have similar
weights, which is analogous to the first insight. Finally we use the weight of a pair as a
measure of how likely a match they are.

Third Insight: Finally, the third insight concerns the space complexity of representing
the objective. As currently written, the objective takes space equal to the number of pairs
of records, which is quite large. But note that the number of comparison vectors can
actually be much smaller than this. For our example it is only |M,C,N ||M,C,N | = 9. So
actually we only need one line in our objective for each possible comparison vector, and
we simply weight it by how many times it occurs.

Writing out the problem as a mathematical program allows one to easily make alterations
to it as needed. For instance training data could be added to it in the form of additional
constraints.

Finally I would like to close with a criticism of the paper. The mathematical program
I presented appears nowhere in it. Instead they present one which is considerably more
burdened with heavy notation. I’m not even 100% confident they are the same. It does
not endear a reader to the paper when they have reason to suspect that something which
might be presented simply is instead heavily complicated.
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